National Mine Action Strategy

Goal 1: “Release all known landmine contaminated areas by 2025.”

Objective 4: review and enhance the existing operational systems and capacity” with the strategy to “diversify use of innovative technology in mine action.”
TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION CURVE

Everett Rogers – Diffusion of Innovations 1962

- Innovators: 2.5%
- Early Adopters: 13.5%
- Early Majority: 34%
- Late Majority: 34%
- Laggards: 16%
Transportation

**Option 1**
- 48 km/h
- 160 km max distance
- Rate: safety standard
- None restricted ground condition

**Option 2**
- 16 km/h
- 45 km max distance
- Rate: highly dangerous
- Restricted ground condition: flat surface
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